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Note: Comments in this 
article and the analysis 
are of a general nature 
only and constitute “class 
advice”.  They do not take 
account of your specific 
circumstances.   
 
If you require personalised 
financial advice, you 
should seek advice from 
an appropriately 
experienced Authorised 
Financial Adviser. 
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Investing for retirement income – the challenge 
 
The challenge for everyone in retirement is “how do you convert savings into income, to 
meet your retirement expenditure?”  The income ultimately comes from a combination 
of the investment returns and from selling investments to meet the shortfall between the 
returns and the expenditure.   
 
The challenge needs to be solved recognising that no one knows:  
 

▪ How long you will live (ie how long the savings need to last);  
 

▪ What your income needs will be each year;  
 

▪ What will happen to interest rates, inflation and the investment markets over the 
retirement period; 
 

▪ How mentally able you will be in your later years and how willing you will be to 
make investment decisions, and  
 

▪ Whether there will be legislative change and new taxes introduced.   
 
For someone retiring at age 65 today, their retirement period is expected to be longer 
than 20 years (on average) and for some (a few) will possibly be longer than 35 years.  
Because of the length of the potential period, flexibility to cope with the inevitable 
changes that will occur is important – we just do not know what our needs will end up 
being.  
 
Investing in bank deposits or buying a guaranteed income or annuity is appealing on the 
face of it, because of certainty.  But increased certainty or a guarantee normally comes at 
a high cost and results in less income, less flexibility and therefore increased risk.  The risk 
of a guarantee is that the guaranteed income is normally fixed and does not meet the 
expenditure need that is uncertain, due to inflation or change in circumstances.  
 
This article illustrates MCA’s suggested solution to solve the retirement income challenge.  
We consider this to be the better solution for most people but not all people.  It uses, as 
an example, someone who has just turned 60, has $100,000 in KiwiSaver and earns 
$85,000 a year.  They plan to retire in 5 years at age 65 and so have a further 5 years of 
building their savings.  On top of their NZ Super, they decide that they need an extra $276 
a fortnight in retirement.  They plan to live until they are 100!   
 
The $100,000 initial balance, $85,000 salary and the $276 a fortnight, have been chosen 
to illustrate the principles.  It is the application of the principles that are important and 
not the actual assumptions.  Each individual should work out what their own retirement 
income needs are, and the level of savings required to achieve them.  The guide “saving 
for retirement.mca” may help. 
 
 
A practical retirement income solution 
 
Any solution to the retirement income challenge involves investing the current money and 
the new savings leading up to retirement, and then for the period of retirement while the 
regular payment of $276 a fortnight is made.  Therefore, an investment option, which will 

How do you convert 
your savings into 
income, to meet your 
retirement 
expenditure? 

To work out how 
much to save for your 
retirement, download 
the guide  
“Saving for 
retirement.mca”. 
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have an underlying investment strategy, must be chosen.  The investment strategy and 
how it is changed over time, is one of the most important investment decisions. 
 
The investment strategy allocates the savings between the different types of assets of 
cash, bonds and shares.  Each of these types of assets have different expected investment 
returns and the returns are not guaranteed: 
 
▪ Cash investments give a low income-return (ie interest) and a high level of certainty 

around what happens to the value of the savings relative to what was invested; 
 

▪ Bonds (ie fixed interest) provide a return that is expected to be a little higher than 
cash, but will see the value of the savings fluctuate a little resulting in a need to 
manage those ups and downs so you are not forced to sell at a loss, and  

 
▪ Shares give a total return that is expected to be significantly higher than cash but 

are likely to result in large fluctuations in the value of the savings, some of which 
will be very large.  Shares, however, even in a year when the market is down, 
provide part of their return as dividend income. 

 
It is normally best to choose a mix of cash, bonds and shares that combines the different 
patterns of expected returns, based on when the money is expected to be spent, and not 
based on what someone thinks will give the highest return next year, or what had the 
highest return last year.  Understanding the expected pattern of expenditure is therefore 
important. 
 
The planned expenditure on top of NZ Super is: 
 

 
 
To reflect the planned expenditure from age 65, the suggested initial strategy at age 60 
and the target strategy at age 65 are: 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The age-65 target strategy has more cash than the initial strategy.  This reflects that at the 
time the savings are started to be spent, it is best to have the money that will be spent in 
the subsequent few years, in the safety of cash.  This means cash is available for the 
required $276 a fortnight income, without having to worry about what is happening in the 
wider investment markets.   
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The investment 
strategy and how it is 
changed over time, is 
one of the most 
important investment 
decisions. 

$276 a fortnight is 
$7,176 a year. 
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It is best not to invest 
based on what 
someone thinks will 
give the highest 
return next year, or 
what had the highest 
return last year. 
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To get to the age-65 target strategy, in the 5 years leading up to age 65, the interest 
earned on the bonds and the dividends from shares should be paid to the cash assets, to 
build up the cash.  Also, the additional 3% savings to KiwiSaver each year and the subsidies 
paid by the employer and the government, should be allocated to cash, bonds and shares, 
to move the strategy towards the target strategy.  Unless there is significant volatility in 
the share market, the interest, dividends and new savings cash flows, should move the 
strategy naturally towards the target. 
 
After age 65, once the money is started to be spent, it is a good idea to continue to have 
the interest and dividends from the bonds and shares paid automatically to the cash 
assets, and not reinvested in bonds and shares.  Also, throughout retirement, from time-
to-time, it will be needed to sell some shares to increase the exposure to bonds and cash, 
and ultimately to sell some bonds to increase the exposure to cash.   
 
Throughout retirement, the target investment strategy, reflecting the expected pattern 
of expenditure, is: 
 

 
 

The target strategy looks to align the pattern of future returns and liquidity, with the 
planned expenditure ($276 a fortnight).  As the person gets older, the level of cash rises 
under the target strategy and the level of shares declines, and the level of bonds initially 
rises and then declines.  This gives greater certainty around the value of the capital just 
prior to when it will be spent.   
 
As shares are expected to give a higher average return with greater volatility, having fewer 
shares means that the expected return reduces and so does the investment market risk – 
it is best not to have money that is needed to be spent in the next three years invested in 
shares.   
 
The actual investment strategy will not always be at the target and it will depend on what 
happens in the markets.  As the actual returns will vary from one year to the next around 
the average return, the actual strategy will also vary.  It is best not to be forced to sell a 
bond or a share, if it would be at a loss.     
 
Each year, if the share market has gone up, some shares should be sold, and the money 
transferred to cash or bonds, to achieve the target strategy.  If the share market has gone 
down, it is best to leave the money invested in shares (ie do not realise the loss) and 
review it again a year later.  The same applies to the bond investments. 
 
To implement the proposed solution, we would use the SuperLife vehicles.  SuperLife has 
moderate costs and a high-level flexibility and is a passive manager.  It has a range of 
KiwiSaver and non-KiwiSaver investment solutions.  It has a managed income option that 
lets the three-bucket approach be implemented through its SuperLifeAge Steps option.  In 
the projected outcome below, we have used the fees and strategy of SuperLifeAge Steps 
under the SuperLife KiwiSaver scheme to age 65 and under SuperLife Invest from 65. 
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To implement the 
investment strategy 
the three-bucket 
approach is best; one 
for cash, one for 
bonds and one for 
shares.  Details of the 
three-bucket 
approach are 
explained in a 
separate article on 
the MCA website. 

It is important to have 
a high level of 
flexibility and low 
fees.  For most 
people, a low-cost 
passive but flexible 
investment approach 
will give better 
outcomes.   

Note: Until January 
2015, SuperLife was a 
company associated 
with MCA.  In January 
2015, it was sold to 
NZX Limited and 
Michael Chamberlain, 
a Principal of MCA, 
became a part-time 
contract employee of 
NZX until December 
2017.   

Neither Michael nor 
MCA receive any 
financial benefit from 
SuperLife.   
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Other investment products may also be suitable, provided that they have the range of 
investment options required, flexibility, investor focused service and culture, and low 
fees.  What is important is the ability to rebalance from shares to bonds to cash without 
having to realise loses when the market is down. 
 
 
The outcome 
 
Based on the expected returns for cash, bonds and shares (see appendix A), the expected 
balance of the KiwiSaver savings increases up to age 65 with investment earnings and 
additional savings.  It then reduces as the required $276 a fortnight is paid out.  The 
expected average balance is:  

 
 
The build-up and reduction will not be as smooth as illustrated, reflecting the actual 
returns and the volatility in the markets.   
 
On death, the residual balance in the account goes to the person’s dependants.  If the 
person dies at age 100 as planned, this is expected to be $10,612.  If they die earlier it is 
expected to be more and if after, less.  At age 101.5, if they live that long, the last $1 is 
expected to be paid out. 
 
Note, as there is expected to be a positive balance at age 100, they could have chosen to 
spend more money during retirement (ie increased the regular expenditure or taken out 
occasional lump sums).   
 
 
Managing investment risk 
 
Throughout the period of retirement, the share market will go up and down.  At some 
point, it is likely to halve (ie $100 of shares becomes $50) and when it does, it may then 
take several years to recover.  This is what happened in 2000 (the tech bubble) and also 
in 2007 (the GFC).  History shows that share markets halve in value once or twice every 
generation.  While it would be preferable that the markets did not go down, it is important 
to have a plan for what to do when it happens.   
 
Under the three-bucket approach the focus is on when the money will be spent with the 
objective of having the money that is about to be spent in cash (not bonds or shares).   
Therefore, as the money invested in shares is only where there is confidence that it will 
not be needed to be spent for at least ten years, there is no need to worry about a market 
downturn.  This gives plenty of time for the markets to recover, and in the meantime the 
$276 a fortnight is funded from the interest and dividends, and from the savings in the 
cash and bond buckets. 
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History shows that 
share markets halve 
in value, once or twice 
every generation.   

Each year to age 100, 
$276 a fortnight is 
paid out.  The 
remaining balance at 
100 is $10,612.   
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The graph below shows the projected account balance should the share markets half at 
age 70 and not recover until age 75, with the $276 a fortnight still being paid each 
fortnight. 

 
 
The three-bucket approach lets an investor capture the long-term return benefits 
expected from shares, by riding out the downs and managing the risk that money is not 
available to be spent when needed.  
 
The projected outcome reflects the assumptions made about future returns.  The 
assumptions are our best estimates at the time that the article was written.  They are 
however, no more than guesses about the future.  If they prove to be wrong and the actual 
average return in retirement (from age 65) is 1% higher or 1% lower (before-tax), the 
projected account balance becomes: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The 1% lower scenario corresponds to an average future return of 2.8% a year after-tax 
and after-fees.  Under this scenario, the account balance still meets the income needs for 
a retirement period that lasts over 30 years, but not beyond that. 
 
 
The alternative of cash 
 
The three-bucket approach is not the only solution.  Some people (traditionally many) will 
choose to put their savings in a series of bank deposits at retirement and spend the 
interest and savings over time.   
 
The projected account balance if the money from age 65 is invested in cash, relative to 
the suggested three-bucket approach, is: 
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Because of the lower expected return of cash investments, the money does not last as 
long and on the assumptions, is expected to run out at age 92.6.  As only 20%1 of 65-year 
old retirees (24% female, 15% male), based on the latest population mortality statistics, 
are expected to live beyond this age, for many people, this will be an acceptable risk.  Cash 
may not however, be an optimal investment strategy as it provides little margin of safety, 
should interest rates reduce or inflation increase the need for higher income. 
 
When it comes to investing, there are no free lunches and you can’t create money out of 
nothing.  The retirement income challenge is to have savings available to meet planned 
and unplanned expenditure, and to have confidence that money will be available when 
needed.  With the uncertainty around investment markets, life expectancy, expenditure-
needs and inflation, maintaining flexibility and targeting low costs are important.   
 
 
New Zealand Superannuation rates – from 1 April 2018 
 
Details of the current levels of New Zealand Superannuation are: 
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 Before tax (gross) After-tax at ‘M’ (net) 

 - a year - a week - a year - a week 
     

Single, living alone 24,078.08  463.04 20,845.24 400.87  
Single, sharing  22,128.60  425.55  19,241.56  370.03  
Married person (each) 18,239.52   350.76  16,034.72  308.36  
Married couple 36,479.04  701.52  32,069.44   616.72  
     

Further details of NZ 
Super are on the MCA 
website. 
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Appendix - Assumptions  
 
 
The central assumptions adopted for the projections are: 
 
1. Birthday:  1 July. 

2. Salary increases: 2% a year (on 1 July). 

3. ESCT rate:  33%. 

4. PIR rate:  28%. 

5. Fees:  The actual fees of the disclosed products. 

6. There are no changes to the KiwiSaver rules or legislation, particularly tax 

legislation. 

7. Vehicle for the three-bucket approach:  The SuperLife KiwiSaver scheme (to age 

65) and SuperLife Invest (from age 65). 

8. Future investment returns: 

Assumed average future returns (% pa) 
 

 
Gross 

income 
Market 

movement 
Total 
gross 

Tax @ 
28% 

Net 
return 

Cash 3.50 0.00 3.50 0.98 2.52 
NZ bonds 4.25 0.00 4.25 1.19 3.06 
Overseas bonds 4.75 0.00 4.75 1.33 3.42 
NZ shares 6.00 2.00 8.00 1.68 6.32 
Australian shares 4.50 3.50 8.00 1.26 6.74 
Overseas shares (100% hedged) 3.25 5.00 8.25 1.40 6.85 
Overseas shares (unhedged) 2.50 5.00 7.50 1.40 6.10 

 
 
Expected return 
 
Based on the target strategy for the three-bucket approach, the net return (after-tax) 
starts at 5.03% at age 60 and reduces to 4.41% at age 70, 3.35% at 80 and 2.88% at 90, 
reflecting the reducing exposure to shares and increasing exposure to cash and bonds.  
From age 94 it is 2.52% a year, ie the net cash return, as all the assets are invested in cash 
from this point. 
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